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APAA Workshop, January 23rd 2020 
Research, balance, and expectations: Successful mentorship at a primarily 

undergraduate institution 

A series of sessions from faculty at Salisbury University, held on the University of 
Maryland College Park campus. 
Workshop Leads: Chrys Egan and Jessica Clark, Salisbury University 

Session 1:  9:55-11:10 - Why and How to Work at a PUI:  Picture yourself successful 
at a regional comprehensive university that educate the majority of American students 
for life-long learning.  Featured panelists explain why they chose this career path, how 
to apply for and earn these positions, and how to accomplish professional goals in this 
environment. 

Session 2: 11:20-12:35 - Research and Teaching Balance:  Professional academic life 
requires a balance of scholarship in our research and teaching roles.  A career at a PUI 
offers a distinctive blend of opportunities to work with undergraduates, graduates, and 
faculty colleagues in labs, classrooms, the field, and communities.  Learn about a 
career as a researcher/teacher weaving your work into different academic experiences. 

Session 3: 1:30-2:45 - Mentoring and Resources:  One noteworthy strength of a 
smaller to mid-sized university is mentoring toward success because we get to know, 
support, and engage with students and colleagues.  One challenge is accessing 
resources (i.e. time, finances, and supplies) to conduct our scholarship.  This panel 
explores mentoring best practices and insider tips on logistical support. 
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Grant Writing Workshop: Writing a Personal Statement 

Tuesday, February 11, 2020 ● 12:00-1:30pm ● 2124 Lee Building 

University of Maryland, College Park 

RSVP 

 

  As a researcher, you have spent a lot of time talking and writing about your research, but perhaps less 

experience talking about yourself, your experiences, and your career goals.  Personal statements are a 

required element of most grant applications.  At this workshop, you’ll learn more about what is expected 

in the personal statement and how to craft one.  Participants are encouraged to bring a draft of a personal 

statement to the workshop.   

 

This workshop will be facilitated by Dr. Linda Macri, Director of Academic and Professional Development 

in the Graduate School. 
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https://umd.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=27a4d12315ecb3e7066455a17&id=a9e28e3460&e=6155afe065


Scholarly Writing and Publishing: Demystifying the process and 
conquering the beast 

Want to improve your writing and publish your research? Join Isabell C. May, PhD, 
director of University of Maryland, Baltimore’s Writing Center and faculty in the Science 
Communication program, for an interactive four-part workshop on scientific writing and 
publishing on March 24, 26, 31 and April 2, 2020. 

Dr. May will be guiding the fellows through creating a manuscript from their own data.  
Participants will do the following: 

• Learn more about the writing process and how to develop a
sustainable writing routine

• Review common structural elements and rhetorical moves of the traditional
IMRD (Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion) journal article format

• Gain a deeper understanding of the publication process

• Practice some key editing principles for clear and effective writing

Postdoctoral fellow and junior faculty may register for each session independently. 
Dr. May will follow up with participants on one-on-one meetings on these goals if they 
request it. 

Register by March 19, 2020 

Tuesday, March 24 
10:30-12 noon 
IMRD: Introduction, Methods and Results 

Thursday, March 26 
10:30-12 noon 
IMRD: Discussion, Abstract 

Tuesday, March 31 
10:30 am – 12 noon 
The Writing Process, check in 

Tuesday, April 2 
10:30 am – 12 noon 
The Publishing Process 
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Framing Your Teaching Statement:  Context and Story 

A virtual workshop  on Tuesday July 7th  1pm-3pm 

by Dr. Cindy Ghent 

Director – STEM Education Center, Fisher College of Science and Mathematics, Towson University 

 

Outcomes: Participants will  

Discuss the main purpose of teaching statements 

Critique sample teaching statements 

Engage in peer writing of teaching statements 

Develop a plan for their own teaching statement  

 

PDAC is excited to announce our next Virtual Workshop in our workshop series of 2020:  "Framing Your 

Teaching Statement: Context and Story" with Dr. Cindy Ghent, Director - STEM Education Center, Fisher 

College of Science and Mathematics, Towson University, on July 7th, 2020 from 1-3pm. 

 

Do your career plans include a teaching component?  Do you plan on applying for faculty positions in the 

future?  Do you prefer the educational component of research, over benchwork?  If any of these 

describe you, a teaching statement may be an important component of your job application, and we 

invite you to join this interactive workshop where Dr. Ghent will help you create a top-notch teaching 

statement.   

Agenda:   

1-1:15:  introduction and presentation 

1:15-2: group work on statements  

2-2:30: reports from groups – with entire group discussion 

2:30-3: final words about statements 
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FRAMING YOUR 
TEACHING STATEMENT: 
CONTEXT AND STORY

CINDY GHENT, PH.D.

TOWSON UNIVERSITY

7/7/2020
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AGENDA:  

1-1:15 - introduction and presentation

1:15-2:00 - group work on statements

2:00-2:30 - reports from groups -with entire group discussion

2:30-2:55 - planning, writing, and finalizing your statement

2:55-3:00 - post-workshop survey
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OUTCOMES: 
PARTICIPANTS 
WILL 

Discuss the main purpose of teaching statements

Critique sample teaching statements

Engage in peer writing of teaching statements

Develop a plan for their own teaching 
statement 
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TOPICS 

Teaching readiness

Why does a search committee ask for a teaching 
philosophy statement? 

Critique example statements

What should a teaching philosophy include and not 
include?
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READY?

https://cheezburger.com/4731653/24-philosophy-memes-that-wont-reveal-the-meaning-of-life
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TEACHING 
READINESS

https://measuringu.com/confidence-levels/

only 19% feel they are prepared to teach

Fleet, 2006

While 72% of graduate students are confident they can be effective researchers…..

https://gemreportunesco.wordpress.com/2014/06/23/talis-showing-how-teachers-acquire-confidence-and-improve-childrens-learning/
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WHY DO 
SEARCH 
COMMITTEES 
ASK YOU TO 
WRITE A 
STATEMENT OF 
TEACHING 
PHILOSOPHY?

These statements allow search 
committees to determine the 
seriousness of candidates

We want to see that teaching matters 
to you

It gives us an idea about what your 
classroom might look like
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RATE THE STATEMENTS
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RATE THE STATEMENTS

https://career.ucsf.edu/sites/career.ucsf.edu/files/PDF/ResearcherResearchPackage1.pdf
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RATE THE STATEMENTS

When students know their teachers care about them, they are more attentive to and 

more enthusiastic about their studies. Each quarter, I invest time and effort into building long-lasting 

relationships with students. I learn their names, interests, and motivations for taking the course. I also 

design activities that encourage students to attend office hours, and I invite students to visit with me at 

cafes and restaurants during extended “office hours.” In addition, I make myself available through email, 

instant messaging, and social networking sites. Like my colleagues, I have boundaries for office hours and 

availability online, but I make sure that students never feel hesitant to contact me. I appreciate that 

students have other needs and concerns, and I recognize that personal problems and learning disabilities 

can impede their studies. It is also my experience that many students do not ask for help. Therefore, I take 

the initiative to contact students who seem uninterested or unresponsive, and I take note when I notice a 

sudden change in a student’s behavior. Showing a little concern can go a long way.

https://theprofessorisin.com/2013/01/18/the-weepy-teaching-statement-just-say-no/
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RATE THE STATEMENTS

In my view, a great teacher is like a great artist who uses basic tools to transform raw 

materials into valuable assets of society. However, great artists may not have the best tools 

or best skills – they are recognized because of their passion and their unique perspective of 

the world. That is the difference between an artist and an artisan. Teaching is similar. Great 

teachers are not just ones who transmit information, teach skills, and help students earn the 

best grades. They are those who share their passion for knowledge and curiosity with their 

students, inspire the students' creativity, develop their critical thinking ability, and prepare 

them for the complex world they will face after stepping off campus. Based on my own 

experiences of being a student and an instructor, I think the following "principles" are the 

most noteworthy ones in good teaching:

http://research.chem.psu.edu/axsgroup/Ran/teaching.html
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THINGS TO 
FIGURE 
OUT 
BEFORE 
YOU START

WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE A COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR?

CONSIDER THE TYPE OF INSTITUTION  

SMALL LIBERAL ARTS – MOSTLY TEACHING AND MAYBE SOME RESEARCH

MID-SIZE – BALANCE OF TEACHING AND RESEARCH

RESEARCH INTENSIVE – MOSTLY RESEARCH AND MINIMAL TEACHING

I LEARNED THE MOST FROM XXX BECAUSE……

WHAT TOPIC DO YOU FEEL MOST COMFORTABLE TEACHING AND 

WHY?
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WHAT A 
TEACHING 
PHILOSOPHY 
STATEMENT 
SHOULD BE

A true reflection of who you are as a 
teacher of science

An illustration that you have been 
thoughtful about teaching

A showcase of practice
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IMPORTANT 
SECTIONS 
OF A 
STATEMENT

Why pursuing a teaching position is important 
to you

Discussion of different teaching strategies

Evidence based statements of teaching practice

Your statement should fit with the vision/mission 
of the institution you are applying to
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THINGS TO AVOID

Long statements (1-2 pages is enough)

Overemphasizing/over-describing one example 
(just enough to show what you mean)

Third person narrative (these should be personal)

Use of ‘buzz-words’ in incorrect contexts         
(know the language before you use it)
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BREAKOUT 
ROOMS 

• IF YOU BROUGHT YOUR STATEMENT, PLEASE SHARE WITH THE 

GROUP (SHARE SCREEN)

• IF NOT, USE THESE:  

HTTPS://DOCS.GOOGLE.COM/PRESENTATION/D/1TQMAEN-

AIAYLII0JIZNI-33DPHXJB2X3_O6K6JCB7CI/EDIT#SLIDE=ID.P

• CHOOSE A NOTETAKER

• CHOOSE SOMEONE TO REPORT OUT WHEN WE RECONVENE

• THINGS TO DISCUSS:

• WHAT DO YOU NOTICE?

• WHAT LOOKS LIKE A GOOD IDEA?

• WHAT SEEMS TO NOT WORK AS WELL?
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TqmAEn-AiAylII0JiZni-33DPhxjb2X3_o6k6JcB7cI/edit#slide=id.p


DISCUSSION

• GROUP REPORTS

• TAKEAWAYS

• DESIGN YOUR STATEMENT

• WHAT TYPE OF INSTITUTION IS YOUR FOCUS

• WHAT TEACHING EXPERIENCES CAN YOU SHARE

• HOW WILL YOU INCORPORATE YOUR RESEARCH INTO 

YOUR TEACHING

• FIND A PEER WRITING GROUP OR MENTOR
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PLEASE USE THIS LINK TO GIVE US FEEDBACK

https://umbc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1EONJB6pyTsSmLb
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https://secure-web.cisco.com/1E4dKXNpHT9ioBEdwzVjzTx1Cy7Mrf9KETB020Lcs8bAtpniIeqBlfokFQ-yRjM0_KcDwWrt5CpdybIjZF54Q6xcidh3_W8jhrlc9t4eynd_4SGewQKMUm90a4FD7_TF-fu92S9qN6wxKnFV6pFhWf00iluxu30lzWyhHgY2Bf4BOWpEA-WXtxqKkvwK71_Wmh5YyVRPV4uPVCoc5fn7zr7qL7HcRZTzx1hF1zjE-87Pnv49_TswpVxelgRxMoORD9Jw1lzJ1sP_wcD8dVPqtFrA8W4Gf2k4uso8_rujtSnMHsYvALz6U5Z_ewrZpuQJOwwuAFcRcCbnYAu5CzeE1620klQTbDM3B6eybOfzVlgcB3f9BOqgf4j_syabAWdkfD8j-CpUyhVdgoOClHFLBQ5MIkgHc62bkErZbRqSYdJ83SWH4lQ9VjBi2TwhCp2Lj/https%3A%2F%2Fumbc.co1.qualtrics.com%2Fjfe%2Fform%2FSV_1EONJB6pyTsSmLb


OTHER RESOURCES

• HTTP://GRADSCHOOL.CORNELL.EDU/CAREER-SERVICES/TEACHING-PHILOSOPHY-STATEMENT

• HTTP://WWW.CRLT.UMICH.EDU/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/RESOURCE_FILES/CRLT_NO23.PDF

• HTTP://CHRONICLE.COM/ARTICLE/HOW-TO-WRITE-A-STATEMENT-OF/45133/

• HTTPS://CAREER.UCSF.EDU/GRAD-STUDENTS-POSTDOCS/CAREER-PLANNING/ACADEMIC-

JOBS/APPLYING/ACADEMIC-SAMPLES

• HTTP://THEPROFESSORISIN.COM/2016/09/12/THEDREADEDTEACHINGSTATEMENT/
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http://gradschool.cornell.edu/career-services/teaching-philosophy-statement
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/sites/default/files/resource_files/CRLT_no23.pdf
http://chronicle.com/article/How-to-Write-a-Statement-of/45133/
https://career.ucsf.edu/grad-students-postdocs/career-planning/academic-jobs/applying/academic-samples
http://theprofessorisin.com/2016/09/12/thedreadedteachingstatement/


WHAT QUESTIONS CAN I ANSWER FOR YOU?

http://education.oregonstate.edu/current-research-projects
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2020 SSI Agenda  
 
Wednesday: APAA Postdoctoral Preview Session Recruits 
 
Thursday 1-4:30pm with optional 4:30-5pm post-session networking  

● Welcome from PROMISE Director Robin Cresiski  (10 minutes) 
● Making an Impact Keynote address from Dr. Lesia Crumpton-Young, Provost of Morgan 

State University (20 minutes) 
● Making an Impact through Broad Careers after a Ph.D. Panel (60+30 minute Q&A)  
● Mentoring amid turbulent times: how the pandemic and the BLM movement shape our 

professional relationships and cross-cultural mentoring (60+30 minute Q&A) 
 
Friday 1-4:30pm with optional 4:30-5pm post-session networking 

● Introduction to the APAA Program with PROMISE Director Robin Cresiski and APAA 
Fellow Dr. Katherine Johnson (10 minutes) 

● Maximizing your time as a Postdoc Workshop (50 minutes) 
● “Making an Impact as an Academic” Panel (60 minutes+ 30 Q&A) 
● Thriving in the Academy: A Panel of Sisters in the Dissertation House Alumni (60 

minutes+ 30 Q&A) 
 
Saturday 9:30-12pm 

● “Making an Impact working through work at a Federal Agency” Panel (60 minutes + 30 
minute Q&A) 

● Circle of Doctorates with Dr. Karsonya “Kaye” Wise Whitehead  (30 minutes) 
● Closing Keynote with Dr. Eduardo Davila (30 minutes) 

 
*Undergraduates particularly targeted for Thursday sessions 
*Postdoctoral Recruits particularly targeted for Friday sessions (plus a preview session on 
Wednesday) 
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